
AKVIS CHAMELEON 9.0: NEW TOOLS, SUPPORT FOR ULTRA HD, AND OTHER 
CHANGES 

November 17, 2016 — AKVIS announces the major update of Chameleon, an ingenious 
software for creating photo collages. The new version brings lots of improvements: new 
tools and settings, modernized interface with support for 4k & 5k screens, advanced 
montage algorithm, etc. 

AKVIS Chameleon is an efficient tool for photo collage creation that allows combining 
digital photographs into one scene and seamless inserting an object into another 
image. The program works automatically; it is not obligatory to create a precise 
selection of objects. With the software, you can make personalized greeting cards, 
simulate a double exposure effect, design a timeless wedding album or a fairy-tale 
book with your kids as main characters. You can improve your photos by replacing 
defective parts with new ones or teleport yourself to places you always dreamed of!  

Version 9.0 offers new selection and post-processing tools, an advanced montage 
algorithm, a redesigned interface with support for Ultra HD resolution, and other 
improvements. Create wonderful collages from your photos! 

In Version 9.0:  

 Enhanced Montage Mode  

The Montage algorithm has been improved. The edges of the fragment are now 
processed more correctly.  

 New Selection Tools  

The new version offers additional Selection Tools: Rectangular Selection, Elliptical 
Selection, Lasso Tool, and Selection Brush.  

Using these tools you can quickly create geometric or free-form selections. They are 
especially useful in order to obtain a precise selection shape.  

 Post-Processing Tools  

The new version includes Post-Processing Tools: Smudge, Blur, and History Brush.  

The tools allow you to mix colors in the image, smooth or blur the edges of the inserted 
fragment, and restore the image to its original state.  

 Support for 4K & 5K  

The new version provides support for ultra high video resolutions going far beyond 
traditional 1080p systems. The texts and new vector based icons now scale correctly on 
4K & 5K displays.  

 And other changes.  

Download AKVIS Chameleon 9.0 and try all the features of the software during the 10-
day evaluation period.  

http://akvis.com/en/chameleon/index.php
http://akvis.com/en/chameleon/whats-new.php
http://akvis.com/en/chameleon-tutorial/montage/index.php
http://akvis.com/en/chameleon-tutorial/howwork/tools.php
http://akvis.com/en/chameleon-tutorial/howwork/tools.php
http://akvis.com/en/chameleon/download-image-combination.php


The software runs on Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10; and on Mac OS X 10.7-10.12. 
The product is available as a standalone application and as a plugin filter for Photoshop 
and other popular graphics editors.  

AKVIS Chameleon, Home license, sells for $54. One license key allows activating the 
software on two computers. Visit akvis.com for more details.  

The update is free for users who bought Chameleon in the last 12 months. Otherwise 
you can upgrade to version 9.0 for only $14.95.  

  

AKVIS (http://akvis.com) specializes in development of video & image processing 
software. Since the company's launch in 2004, it has released a number of successful 
products: standalone applications and Photoshop plugins for Windows and Mac.  

 

About the Program: akvis.com/en/chameleon/index.php  

Screenshot: akvis.com/en/chameleon/screenshots-image-combination.php  

Download: akvis.com/en/chameleon/download-image-combination.php  

Tutorial: akvis.com/en/chameleon-tutorial/index.php 

Graphics: akvis.com/en/company/graphics.php  
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